a close reading of wikipedia's article on the egyptian revolution reveals the complexity inherent in establishing the facts of events as they occur and are relayed to audiences near and far. wikipedia bills itself as an encyclopedia built on neutrality and crowd-sourced consensus. platforms like google and digital assistants like siri distribute wikipedia's facts widely. further, burning its veneer of impartiality but as heather ford demonstrates in writing the revolution, the facts that appear on wikipedia are often the result of protracted power struggles over how data are created and used. how history is written and by whom and the very definition of facts in a digital age in writing the revolution ford looks critically at how the wikipedia article about the 2011 egyptian revolution evolved over the course of a decade both shaping and being shaped by the revolution as it happened when data are published in real time they are subject to an intense battle over their meaning across multiple fronts. ford answers key questions about how wikipedia's so-called consensus is arrived at who has the power to write dominant histories and which knowledges are actively rejected how these battles play out across the chains of circulation in which data travel and whether history is now written by algorithms.

imagine the school of the future the teaching revolution provides a futuristic and provocative discussion on the combining of three major instructional innovations: rti technology and
differentiation drawing on the growing 21st century skills movement the text engagingly weaves these three areas with a vision for school transformation that includes utilizing mobile technologies web based instruction and social media rti that benefits all students and whole schools in their improvement efforts project based learning focused on answering real world questions the teaching revolution will dare you to dream and guide you through the process of transforming education to become all that you can imagine

The Arthritis Revolution
2011-04-01
what is the arthritis revolution with data from the mayo clinic and others the arthritis revolution dispels the long standing myth that osteoarthritis is due to age and weight there are 90 year old overweight individuals who have no knee pain while others younger and thinner do and joints that are replaced have to be replaced again there must be other causes dr pack takes readers on a remarkable journey clearly showing why and how osteoarthritis develops and what can be done to eliminate pain and stay active often without medications dietary supplements or surgery for some the arthritis revolution will change their lives like the thousands dr pack has treated over 40 yrs employing principles dr pack has used with some of the world s top athletes you will also learn how to improve sports performance as you age

Social Media Strategy
2015-10-22
social media strategy is your guide to practicing marketing advertising and public relations in a world of social media empowered consumers grounded in a refreshing balance of concept theory industry statistics and real world examples keith quesenberry introduces readers to the steps of building a complete social media plan and how companies can integrate the social media consumer landscape this simple systematic text leads readers through core marketing concepts and how to think critically about the competitive marketplace even as it shifts the perspective from an outdated communications control model to a more effective consumer engagement method provides a step by step roadmap for planning social media marketing strategy emphasizes the need to apply solid marketing principles to social media explores how to integrate social media throughout an entire organization gives students and other readers skills vital for leveraging consumer knowledge and influence for the good of a brand the end result delivers the context process and tools needed to create a comprehensive and unique social media plan for any business or organization for professors ancillary resources are available for this title including a sample syllabus and templates for social media audits content calendars storylines and more

Rethinking Evolution: The Revolution That's Hiding In Plain Sight
2019-10-17
rethinking evolution links darwin's early insights to the molecular realm inside living cells. This updated evolutionary synthesis provides an accessible explanation for biological complexity that cuts through the confusion surrounding evolutionary theory in a practical way. In addition to a wide-ranging survey of proposed updates to the modern synthesis, this title provides extraordinary new insights including emergent evolutionary potential and the generative phenotype, drawing on well-characterized empirical facts. Rethinking evolution transcends classical Darwinian natural selection while retaining those core principles that have stood the test of time. The updated synthesis brings a broad spectrum of specialized research together to provide a more plausible naturalistic explanation for biological evolution than ever before. Perspectives ranging from the role of energy in the origin of life to the networks of protein-DNA interactions that govern multicellular development are woven together in a robust conceptual fabric consistent with 21st century cutting-edge research inspired in part by the surprising ways that DNA sequences change such as his early discovery of a fundamental mispairing mechanism by which DNA sequences expand and drawing on a career's worth of experience both as a research scientist as well as a biology and chemistry tutor. The author provides an engaging account that is essential reading both for the public awareness and understanding of the science of evolution and for students and professionals in the biomedical sciences.

**Wikipedia @ 20**

2020-10-13

Wikipedia's first twenty years: How what began as an experiment in collaboration became the world's most popular reference work. We have been looking things up in Wikipedia for twenty years. What began almost by accident—a wiki attached to an nascent online encyclopedia—has become the world's most popular reference work. Regarded at first as the scholarly equivalent of a big mac, Wikipedia is now known for its reliable sourcing and as a bastion of mostly reasoned interaction. How has Wikipedia built on a model of radical collaboration, remained true to its original mission of free access to the sum of all human knowledge, when other tech phenomena have devolved into advertising platforms? In this book, scholars, activists, and volunteers reflect on Wikipedia's first twenty years, revealing connections across disciplines and borders, languages, and data. The professional and personal contributions consider Wikipedia's history, the richness of the connections that underpin it, and its founding vision. Their essays look at among other things the shift from bewilderment to respect in press coverage of Wikipedia, Wikipedia as the most important laboratory for social scientific and computing research in history, and the acknowledgment that free access includes not just access to the material but freedom to contribute. The summation of all human knowledge is biased by who documents it. Contributors: Phoebe Ayers, Omer Benjakob, Yochai Benkler, William Beutler, Siko Bouterse, Rebecca Thorndike, Breeze Amy Carleton, Robert Cummings, Lianna L Davis, Siân Evans, Heath Ford, Stephen Harrison, Heather Hart, Benjamin Mako Hill, Dariusz Jemielniak, Brian Keegan, Jackie Koerner, Alexandria Lockett, Jacqueline Mabey, Katherine Maher, Michael Mandiberg, Stephane Coillet Matillon, Cecelia A Musselman, Eliza Myrie, Jake Orlowitz, Ian A Ramjohn, Joseph Reagle, Anasuya Sengupta, Aaron Shaw, Melissa Tamani, Jina Valentine, Matthew Vetter, Adele Vrana, Denny Vrandečić.

**Getting Organized in the Google Era**

2010-03-16
whether it’s a faulty memory a tendency to multitask or difficulty managing our time every one of us has limitations conspiring to keep us from being organized but as organizational guru and former google cio douglas c merrill points out it isn’t our fault our brains simply aren’t designed to deal with the pressures and competing demands on our attention in today’s fast paced information saturated digital world what’s more he says many of the ways in which our society is structured are outdated imposing additional chaos that makes us feel stressed scattered and disorganized but it doesn’t have to be this way luckily we have a myriad of amazing new digital tools and technologies at our fingertips to help us manage the strains on our brains and on our lives the trick is knowing when and how to use them this is why merrill who helped spearhead google’s effort to organize the world’s information offers a wealth of tips and strategies for how to use these new tools to become more organized efficient and successful than ever but if you’re looking for traditional rigid one size fits all strategies for organization this isn’t the book for you instead merrill draws on his intimate knowledge of how the brain works to help us develop fresh innovative and flexible systems of organization tailored to our individual goals constraints and lifestyles from how to harness the amazing power of search to how to get the most out of cloud computing to techniques for filtering through the enormous avalanche of information that assaults us at every turn to tips for minimizing distractions and better integrating work and life getting organized in the google era is chock full of practical invaluable and often counterintuitive advice for anyone who wants to be more organized and productive and less stressed in our 21st century world

Making Sense in History

2007

opbygget efter princippet om open source alle kan skrive nye opslagsord og forklaringer ind i leksikonnet der således hele tiden er under udvikling findes på mange sprog bl.a

Wikipedia

2004

color trends and selection for product design every color sells a story speaks to the needs of the manufacturing level where colorants are developed helping manufacturers to understand where their colors will sell and for what period of time these products will be viable it covers issues such as stability color measurement and new methods of incorporation which are critical in the development of new colorants the book helps product designers more effectively reach their target audiences by helping them understand more about how colors are chosen for particular markets and how certain colors will perform in designs including how to evaluate color under different lighting conditions and in or on different materials knowing how colors will perform in each material and how they will be seen on a store shelf or show room floor is vital the book gives an important insight into future trends including new design methods for creating color prototypes and regulatory requirements the color designer needs to better understand the world of the color formulator and the formulator conversely needs to understand the needs of the designer so this book is written for both provides an expert assessment of future trends in color helping color manufacturers to understand how their customers and brand owners select colors covers the critical issues of stability color measurement and new methods of incorporation helping engineers evaluate color performance in different designs
materials and lighting conditions helps readers stay ahead of the competition with discussions of important regulations and trends in green colors and product design

**Color Trends and Selection for Product Design**

2016-05-13

A better pencil puts our complex still evolving hate love relationship with computers and the internet into perspective describing how the digital revolution influences our reading and writing practices and how the latest technologies differ from what came before

**A Better Pencil**

2012-10-18

What is the complete essence of this book the cosmic harmony of science scripture and reason can it be indubitably proven that god absolutely exists can it really be shown how science actually confirms creation by god given that some say not even god can create something out of nothing exactly how did god create everything in the universe just how can the holy bible be reliable and the divine word of god when it is challenged with so much controversy can it be irrefutably verified that jesus was for real really rose from the dead and is the son of god did the great flood of noah and his ark really happen how everybody wants to see proof atheists and skeptics often demand it a total of twenty one of the most often asked and difficult questions challenging christianity are answered by coauthors c j rysen author of the christian apocalyptic thriller a novel in the course of three hours inthecourseofthreehours com and dan manternach a public speaker and leader in the christian group ministry to men ministrytomen net both men have collaborated to provide irrefutable answers and explanations in a simple easy to understand straightforward way providing new unexpected and intriguing perspectives to which you likely may have never given any thought many of these will be surprising and often startling to anyone whether skeptic agnostic or atheist the book is also intended to be a reference source for the layperson as well as those with formal theological or philosophical education although this book is intended to address these questions for the benefit of the nonbeliever it also is intended to prepare the believer to help answer such questions and solidify their faith if one is intellectually honest with oneself the explanations in this book should be overwhelmingly compelling and absolutely convincing if they are not one must ask the question why

**Convinced?**

2021-10-20

Last run of the whisperer is a historical fiction novel based upon the revolutionary war records of william waterman of norwich connecticut colony the author has taken the information that william waterman has provided to us through his own account of his service in the american revolution when he petitioned the united states congress in 1832 for a pension for said service the author has taken the information provided by william waterman and completed extensive research on the
battles and areas of service that our hero served in embellishing and expounded upon this information to develop an exciting and accurate historical story surrounding our hero william waterman himself in his petition to the united states congress identifies one severe wound received in said service at the battle of white plain in the colony of new york above new york city this wound by itself could have cost our hero his life that he survived this wound and the numerous other battles and action that he undoubtedly saw was extraordinary although william waterman lists a number of battles and theatres of war he saw service in he does not describe the details of these battles the author takes his literary liberty upon researching these battles and events to interject our hero into the battles that william waterman is involved in each and every one of these battles or theatres of war in based upon william waterman’s own account upon his completion of service in the continental army william waterman listed his next service as a privateer that is as a licensed pirate the author has taken the liberty to believe that william waterman engaged as a privateer in the cause of the upstart americans and prayed upon british shipping as he makes no mention of serving the british in his petition to the united states congress and infact lists his service as a privateer in his petition for his pension indicating that all of his papers and records of his service in the continental army were lost when the ship he was engaged on as a privateer was sunk leading to his subsequent imprisonment by the british on the prison ship jersey our hero william waterman also does not identify the name of the ship on which he was engaged as a privateer again the author takes his literary liberty to name the privateer ship and thus we have the last run of the whisperer during the course of our adventure william waterman loses his boyhood friend to the cause of the american revolution learns that his father is fighting against him on the side of the british loses his first love to another man while he is imprisoned and eventually finds the girl he is to marry while hiding from the british william waterman finds peace and contentment spending his life after the war living in the green mountains of vermont

*Last Run of the Whisperer*

2011-06-03

explains how the explosive growth of connectivity via physical and social technologies is changing the nature of venture capital funding by drawing small sums of money from a large number of sources rather than the traditional method of getting large commitments from a few sources

*The Crowdfunding Revolution: How to Raise Venture Capital Using Social Media*

2013

in an age when the supply of gasoline to feed this modern american society has become both more expensive and more scarce questions are being pondered inquires like how can a modern society scale back its dependence on gasoline as a motive source are there genuine alternative power sources are they the answer to a growing crisis recent announcements of hybrids like those from honda toyota and ford have really brought attention to this issue hybrids that use both gasoline engines and electric motors really though alternative power sources have been around for as long as the automobile has been the battle between and among the steam car the electric and the gas
car was fought out in the first couple of decades of the twentieth century this book explores the ins and outs of that battle a struggle from which the gasoline car emerged completely victorious to such an extent that steam cars and electric cars virtually disappeared from the scene for many decades we will look over all three alternatives exploring their advantages and disadvantages we will also look over the obstacles to the steamers and the electrics barriers that still exist to a certain extent handicaps that caused their disappearance in the first place

Phoenix Rising

2008-02

americans pursue life and liberty through their religious freedom economic well being and self governance that includes a basic understanding of the constitutional principles provided by our founding fathers hopefully our pursuit of life and liberty also includes a curiosity to explore our rich and diverse history americans knocking at freedoms door is a uniquely american heritage of religious freedoms and government of and by the people the author bernie lee yoder smith deboe presents a conversational discussion and a historical exploration of our christian roots this book begins with noahs ark and continues with the ancient tribes the middle ages religious wars american dna and why the early settlers came to america our knowledge of american history generally includes our founding fathers the civil war and more contemporary wars however this tells us very little about our early settlers their challenges and their background as people of religious faith this book offers some historical background and stories about those who established and helped the united states to grow and flourish it reminds us that we are americans we stand together as americans and we need to come together as americans

Americans Knocking at Freedom’S Door

2016-08-05

this collection of collaborative high impact learning experiences in information literacy teaches librarians how to engage students in hands on experiential learning the association of american colleges and universities aac u has identified 11 practices that are highly impactful to student learning to designate as high impact educational practices hip these practices engage students deeply in a meaningful connected way to their work librarians teach and support student learning in many ways that assist these aac u practices such as information literacy instruction for capstone writing and first year seminars and research support for collaborative assignments and projects engaging students through campus libraries calls attention to work in information literacy that goes beyond a traditional librarian role it features librarians and faculty partners who engage in projects that highlight salient experiential facets of the aac u practices in order to teach information literacy in this book librarians will learn high impact experiential learning models for working with students they will understand how to think about and describe how aac u best practices are currently embodied in their organizations they will also imagine future learning experiences for students with hips in mind resulting in information literacy that is integrated into disciplinary work in a vital and transformative way
the roman catholic church's critical stance towards liberalism and democracy following the french revolution and through the 19th century was often entrenched but the second vatican council of the 1960s saw a shift in the church's attitude towards democracy in recent years a conflict has emerged between church doctrine and modern liberalism under popes john paul ii and benedict xvi this book is a comprehensive overview of the catholic church's relationship to modern liberal democracy from the end of the 18th century until today it is a connection that is situated within the context of the history of ideas itself

The Catholic Church and Liberal Democracy

although every country seeks out information on other nations china is the leading threat when it comes to the theft of intellectual assets including inventions, patents and r & d secrets trade secret theft industrial espionage and the china threat provides an overview of economic espionage as practiced by a range of nations from around the world focusing on the mass scale in which information is being taken for china's growth and development supplying a current look at espionage the book details the specific types of information china has targeted for its collection efforts in the past it explains what china does to prepare for its massive collection efforts and describes what has been learned about china's efforts during various congressional hearings with expert advice and details from both the fbi and other government agencies this book is the product of hundreds of hours of research with material both primary and secondary reviewed studied and gleaned from numerous sources including white house documentation and various government agencies within the text you will learn the rationale and techniques used to obtain information in the past you will see a bit of history over centuries where espionage has played a role in the economy of various countries and view some cases that have come to light when individuals were caught the book supplies an understanding of how the economy of a nation can prosper or suffer depending on whether that nation is protecting its intellectual property or whether it is stealing such property for its own use the text concludes by outlining specific measures that corporations and their employees can practice to protect their information and assets both at home and abroad

Trade Secret Theft, Industrial Espionage, and the China Threat

a contemporary examination of what information is represented how that information is presented and who gets to participate and serve as gatekeeper in the world's largest online repository for information wikipedia bridging contemporary education research that addresses the experiential epistemology of learning to use wikipedia with an understanding of how the inception and design of the platform assists this the book explores the complex disconnect between the encyclopedia's formalized policy and the often unspoken norms that govern its knowledge making processes at
times both laudatory and critical this book illustrates wikipedia's struggle to combat systemic biases and lack of representation of marginalized topics as it becomes the standard bearer for equitable and accessible representation of reality in an age of digital disinformation and fake news being an important and timely contribution to the field of media and communication studies this book will appeal to academics and researchers interested in digital disinformation information literacy and representation on the internet as well as students studying these topics

**Wikipedia and the Representation of Reality**

2021-08-30

this book foregrounds the role of the royal navy in creating the british atlantic in the eighteenth century it outlines the closely entwined connections between the nurturing of naval supremacy the politics of commercial protection and the development of national and imperial identities crucial factors in the consolidation and transformation of the british atlantic empire the collection brings together scholars working on aspects of the royal navy and the british atlantic in order to gain a better understanding of the ways that the navy protected facilitated and shaped the british atlantic empire in the era of war revolution counter revolution and upheaval between the beginning of the seven years war and the end of the conflict with napoleonic france contributions question the limits conceptually and geographically of that atlantic world suggesting that by considering the royal navy and the british atlantic together we can gain greater insights into britain's maritime history

**The Royal Navy and the British Atlantic World, c. 1750–1820**

2016-05-22

a wikipedia expert tells the inside story of the trailblazing and incredibly popular open source encyclopedia

**The Wikipedia Revolution**

2009

the vision statement of the wikimedia foundation states imagine a world in which every single human being can freely share in the sum of all knowledge libraries need not see wikipedia as competition rather failing to leverage its omnipresence in the online world constitutes a missed opportunity as a senior program officer at oclc proffitt has encouraged collaboration between wikipedia and cultural heritage institutions leading to increased visibility and user engagement at participating organizations here she brings onboard a raft of contributors from the worlds of academia archives libraries and members of the volunteer wikipedia community who together point towards connecting these various communities of knowledge this book will inspire libraries to get involved in the wikipedia community through programs and activities such as hosting editathons contributing content and helping to bridge important gaps in wikipedia ensuring that library content is connected through the world's biggest encyclopedia working with the wikipedia education community
and engaging with wikipedians as allies in a quest to expand access to knowledge speaking directly to librarians this book shows how libraries can partner with wikipedia to improve content quality while simultaneously ensuring that library services and collections are more visible on the open web.

**Leveraging Wikipedia**

2018-11-29

the promise of green jobs and a clean energy future has roused the masses but as robert bryce makes clear in this provocative book that vision needs a major re vision we cannot and will not quit using carbon based fuels at any time in the near future for a simple reason they provide the horsepower that we crave the hard reality is that oil coal and natural gas are here to stay fueling our society requires more than sentiment and rhetoric we need to make good decisions and smart investments based on facts in power hungry bryce provides a supertanker load of footnoted facts while shepherding readers through basic physics and math and with the help of a panoply of vivid graphics and tables he crushes a phalanx of energy myths showing why renewables are not green carbon capture and sequestration won t work and even surprise that the u s is leading the world in energy efficiency he also charts the amazing growth of the fuels of the future natural gas and nuclear power hungry delivers a clear eyed view of what america has in the tank and what s needed to transform the gargantuan global energy sector.

**Power Hungry**

2011-04-26

the has been with us now for almost 25 years an integral part of our social cultural and political lives new media is simply not that new anymore despite the rapidly expanding archives of information at our disposal and the recent growth of interest in web history as a field of research the information available to us still far outstrips our understanding of how to interpret it the sage handbook of history marks the first comprehensive review of this subject to date its editors emphasise two main different forms of study the use of the web as an historical resource and the web as an object of study in its own right bringing together all the existing knowledge of the field with an interdisciplinary focus and an international scope this is an incomparable resource for researchers and students alike part one the and historiography part two theoretical and methodological reflections part three technical and structural dimensions of history part four platforms on the part five history and users some case studies part six the roads ahead.

**Thanksgiving Day - Religious to Secular**

2010

an invaluable guidebook which contends that the most vexing problems facing women today isn t that doors of opportunity aren t open but that not enough women are walking through them feminist icon gloria feldt pulls no punches in this new book which argues that the most confounding problem
facing women today isn’t that doors of opportunity aren’t open but that not enough women are walking through them from the boardroom to the bedroom public office to personal relationships she asserts that nobody is keeping women from parity except themselves feldt puts women’s power into an historical context showing the ways in which women have made huge leaps forward in the past only to pull back right when they were at the threshold feldt argues that there’s no excuse whether it’s the way women are socialized or pressure to conform or work life balance issues for women today not to own their power women are still facing unequal pay being passed over for promotions entering public office at a much lesser rate than men and oftentimes still struggling with traditional power dynamics in their interpersonal relationships feldt’s solution to all these places where women face inequality is the same we need to shift the way we think to achieve true parity with our male counterparts no excuses is divided into nine chapters that organized around how women can change the way they think and therefore the way they act these include know your history and you can create the future of your choice define the terms first embrace controversy employ every medium and other helpful ideas for using the tools and resources women already have to create the changes they want to see no excuses is a timely and invaluable book to help women equalize gender power in politics work and love

Management of Data

2018-12-10

this book references correlation’s parities differences and possible solutions of some of life’s new and emerging challenges political connotations are just a metaphor and auspices of destined profound moral indignations realizing in this life no one but no one has all the definitive answers to any or all real world solutions except for personal and collective opinions that we experience every day this writer being a pragmatist innovator scientist and commentator conveys researched concepts of opinions of personal collective edification’s coupled with amusing personal and informative skits

The SAGE Handbook of Web History

2010-09-28

before wikipedia teaching against wikipedia teaching about wikipedia teaching with wikipedia after wikipedia

No Excuses

2014-09-13

first published ten years ago award winning historian ray raphael’s founding myths has since established itself as a landmark of historical myth busting with raphael’s trademark wit and flair founding myths exposed the errors and inventions in america’s most cherished tales from paul revere’s famous ride to patrick henry’s liberty or death speech for the thousands who have been
captivated by raphael s eye opening accounts history has never been the same in this revised tenth anniversary edition raphael revisits the original myths and further explores their evolution over time uncovering new stories and peeling back new layers of misinformation this new edition also examines the highly politicized debates over america s past as well as how our approach to history in school reinforces rather than corrects historical mistakes a book that explores the truth behind the stories of the making of our nation national public radio this revised edition of founding myths will be a welcome resource for anyone seeking to separate historical fact from fiction

**Book of Commentaries and skits 2014**

2014-11

after 1918 central europe s multiethnic empires were replaced by nation states which gave rise to an unusual ethnolinguistic kind of nationalism this book provides a detailed history and linguistic analysis of how the many languages of central europe have developed from the 10th century to the present day

**Wikipedia U**

2014-07-04

as the complexity of modern embedded systems increases it becomes less practical to design monolithic processing platforms as a result reconfigurable computing is being adopted widely for more flexible design reconfigurable computers offer the spatial parallelism and fine grained customizability of application specific circuits with the postfabrication programmability of software to make the most of this unique combination of performance and flexibility designers need to be aware of both hardware and software issues fpga users must think not only about the gates needed to perform a computation but also about the software flow that supports the design process the goal of this book is to help designers become comfortable with these issues and thus be able to exploit the vast opportunities possible with reconfigurable logic

**Wikipedia Handbook of Biomedical Informatics**

2014-12-22

to listen to most pundits and political writers evolution stem cells and climate change are the only scientific issues worth mentioning and the only people who are anti science are conservatives yet those on the left have numerous fallacies of their own aversion to clean energy programs basic biological research and even life saving vaccines come naturally to many progressives these are positions supported by little more than junk science and paranoid thinking now for the first time science writers dr alex b berezow and hank campbell have drawn open the curtain on the left s fear of science as science left behind reveals vague inclinations about the wholesomeness of all things natural the unhealthiness of the unnatural and many other seductive fallacies have led to an epidemic of misinformation the results public health crises damaging and misguided policies and
worst of all a new culture war over basic scientific facts in which the left is just as culpable as the right

**Founding Myths**

2011-08-17

because american consumers transmigrate between social identities in expressing their values and affiliations marketers must apply transcultural marketing methods and offer a cultural values proposition to build long term customer relationships this unique book weaves these topics into profiles of 9 influential american subcultures currently shaping their members marketplace choices

**Creating Languages in Central Europe During the Last Millennium**

2012-09-12

an expert offers a guide to where we should use artificial intelligence and where we should not before we know it artificial intelligence ai will work its way into every corner of our lives making decisions about with and for us is this a good thing there s a tendency to think that machines can be more objective than humans can make better decisions about job applicants for example or risk assessments in awkward intelligence ai expert katharina zweig offers readers the inside story explaining how many levers computer and data scientists must pull for ai s supposedly objective decision making she presents the good and the bad ai is good at processing vast quantities of data that humans cannot but it s bad at making judgments about people ai is accurate at sifting through billions of websites to offer up the best results for our search queries and it has beaten reigning champions in games of chess and go but drawing on her own research zweig shows how inaccurate ai is for example at predicting whether someone with a previous conviction will become a repeat offender it s no better than simple guesswork and yet it s used to determine people s futures zweig introduces readers to the basics of ai and presents a toolkit for designing ai systems she explains algorithms big data and computer intelligence and how they relate to one another finally she explores the ethics of ai and how we can shape the process with awkward intelligence zweig equips us to confront the biggest question concerning ai where we should use it and where we should not

**Reconfigurable Computing**

2014-12-17

this describes the historical background about the early indians wars that were basically mentioned but not really exemplified as the integral part of history that played a major role into the formation of the united states when president george washington received disturbing news from the ohio territory the surrounding areas within the great lakes region pertaining to the incursions from the indians decided to send experienced indian fighters whom he felt could control the situations these individuals have had prior experience with dealing with the indians during the american revolution after a few failed attempts from the commanders that faced the indians washington knew of one
particular individual who had a strong personality and was highly dependable his name was general anthony wayne refered to as mad this name was given to him during the revolutionary war because of his tenacity and courage the indians eventually came to fear anthony wayne because of his tactics he used no matter what obstacles faced him one aspect is the most important as dr knopf noted in 1975 these battles were fought against the indians it had nothing to do with land general anthony wayne also played an important part for the treaty of greenville which became the final act

Science Left Behind

2022-10-25

following the excellent reception of the first two editions of the ac e digital culture annual report 2014 and 2015 more than 5 000 copies of each have been distributed over the past two years we are pleased to share with culture sector professionals the third edition which sets out to analyse the impact of new technologies on artistic creation and their use at cultural festivals to achieve this aim the broad ranging content of the third edition of the report has been divided into two main sections to make it easier to read for the different audiences at which it is aimed smart culture is the overarching theme established by the advisory committee of the ac e digital culture annual report 2016 as a basis for choosing the six articles that make up the first part of this year s edition just as the first report s focus dealt with the impact of the internet on the performing arts theatre opera dance ballet etc and that of the second edition analysed the use of new technologies in the world of museums for this third edition it conducts a thorough analysis of the use of new technologies at some 50 spanish and foreign cultural festivals

Transcultural Marketing

2010-12-14

shock therapy for the american health care system describes the problems of the health care system and offers a program of comprehensive reform that is more far reaching than anything currently being proposed from a veteran physician comes this remarkably clear eyed look at what s wrong with how we administer and pay for health care and what can be done to fix it in shock therapy for the american health care system why comprehensive reform is needed dr robert levine offers an easily understandable diagnosis of the problems plaguing our current health care infrastructure with discussions that include the roles of various stakeholders insurance companies big pharma hospitals health care providers and patients he also dispels a number of myths designed to make voters leery of any reform efforts levine s comprehensive plan addresses everything from bloated bureaucracies to unnecessary procedures to the handling of negligence and malpractice lawsuits claims throughout levine backs his proposals with facts and comparisons to systems in various countries and concludes that even now with disaster looming the ultimate goal of providing health insurance for every american is achievable and affordable
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